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Operation Manual

VI BASIC SPECIFICATION
Tray

V

EXTERNAL CALIBRATION

Square size: 155x155mm / Round size : Φ125mm

Display Mode

Large LCD display , backlight (optional)

IMPORTANT: The scale was professionally calibrated before

Power supply

4 batteries , or DC adaptor (6V/300mA)(Optional)

shipment. It does not recalibrated before use and will not usually

Operation Temp.

0-40℃

require calibration during its lifetime. However some advanced
users who seek optimum accuracy may wish to calibrate the scale

III

periodically to maintain perfect accuracy. Incorrect calibration can

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS
O

occur if you do not follow the steps exactly

: negative value
: units indicator

g

1 Press

: low battery indicator

PCS : count indicator

2 Press

to turn on the scale for warm-up 1-2 seconds
to show “0.0” , then press

for 3s, it will

show “CAL 0” and “LOAD –XXX g”

IV
1

: stable /zero indicator
: unit

OPERATIONS
Turn on the scale

3 Place a weight which value equal to the number on the tray
(the showed number is 1000g ,that means you should place a
1000g weight on the tray),,it will display the weight value if
success, then return to the normal weighing.
NOTE: If your scale still does not read accurately, it means that
the calibration is failed and please follow the above steps to
re-calibration slowly.

Please do it on a very stable and flat surface!

Press
to turn on the scale. The scale will show
“88888”and other indicators ,and then it will be ready for use.
2 Start weighing
A. Weighing without container
If the reading is not “0” or the zero indicator isn’t displayed,
press
to display “0” and the zero indicator appears, then the
place objects on the tray, when the stable indicator appears, the
value displayed is the weight of the objects.
B Weighing with container
Place an empty container on the tray ,press
to display “0”
after the stable indicator appears, then place the objects into

container ,after stable, the value displayed is the weight of the
objects.
3 Counting

■

the damage of scale.
■

Turn on the scale and put on the integral sample, Press

to

show S-10 ,press
again to select a parameter of
S-10/20/50,after a few seconds it begin to counting mode. Press

■

sensor permanently.

directly to turn off the scale

If your scale have auto-power off function before shipment,

it will auto turn off after non-operation for 3 seconds.
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NOTICE

Precautions Before Using the scale
The scale should be used in a stable environment without
ventilation and corrosion , extreme in temperature and humidity.
These factors can affect the accuracy and performance of the scale.
Operation Advices
■

The better environment, the more in favor of normal
weighing

■

Allow sufficient warm up time. 1-2 minutes is necessary

■

Do not mismatch battery and please install all batteries at the
same time.

Handle with care. Although this scale is designed to be quite
durable and firm, rough treatment may damages the internal

■

B

Do not overload the scale, overloading the scale will damage
the sensor and void your warranty.

to exit.
4 Power-off and Automatic power-off
A Press

Take out all batteries when non-operation long, it can avoid

Remove the object immediately after finishing weighing. It
can prolong the life-pan and accuracy of the scale.
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KEYPAD FUNCTIONS
1

Power Switch

2

Select the unit, units optional refer to panel

3

Count

4

Reset the scale to zero or tare

